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The mining claims surveyed are aoessible from Highways 
66 and 560 from Kirkland Lake then by a 4 wheel drive road exiting 
from the Extender Minerals Mill site (formerly the Ryan Lake Mine) 
which is located about five miles West of the town of Matachewan* 
For many years Zinc, copper and associated sulphide mineralization 
has been known to exist on the Welsh-Sauve* property whioh bounds 
the claims to the north. Similar mineralization occurs along the 
northern boundary of the CKF property.

A random bulldozing effort on the part of the principals involved 
led to the discovery of gold and the subsequent option to Copper Lake 
Exploration of the claim group in 1975*

The gold was found to occur in narrow argillicious intrusions 
into siltstone occuring with sulphides intrupted by a narrow (diabase) 
dike trending EW. Sufficient assays were obtained in the drilling 
program to show a minable width of .10 over 22 feet. No further 
drilling was carried out to acertain strike or vertical depth* In the 
opinion of the authour the drill was set far too close to the vein 
to cut the full zone which is easily seen by the gossan whioh carried 
well in the vein but was washed away while coring since it was not 
cut at sufficient depth.

PAST WPRK

During the time of the Copper Lake option an induced polarisation 
survey was conducted by Geoterrexx of Ottawa Ont* A spacing of 
N300 was utilized with a follow up of N100 for detail. A portable 
transmitter was used and a line by line presentation made. Several 
near surface conductors were outlined in part with resistivity. 
Diamond drilling was carried out based on the chargibilities and 
results of the resistivity.

The first hole was put through the showing on line 00 north of 
the baseline. The second was collared north west of this and did not 
cut any values having been collared prior to the availability of the 
Geoterrex plan. The third was collared on a zone far to the East of 
the property to test a zone of high ohargibility but terminated in 
badly broken ground. The property was dropped at this point. Many 
zones were left untested. Coordinates of the drill collars are available 
in the assessment files in Toronto and Kirkland Lake. Results and 
further recomendations are likewise available.



SURVEY

In carrying out the magnetic survey a KePhar 
Kagnetometer was utilized having a sensitivity of * or - 20 gammas* 
A Base station was sot at *t80 gammas at lino 00+00. Lino spacing 
was at *K)0* intervals except for Lino 2E and 2W which wore ran in 
their ontirity because of thoir proximity to the gold showing, 
since most of the country rook was sedimentary in the area very 
little information oould be gleaned from the mag* The map i* very 
difficult to contour because of the wide line spacing and highly 
variable readings if a oountour interval of 500 gammas is used. 
Some feigher readings which align North and South such aa on Line 2E 
between ^50 and 83 on Line 2fi may represent a segment of a diabase 
dike but since the lines parallel such Hand S features it would be 
difficult to definitely state suoh since shovt EW traverses would be 
required to define suoh a characteristic*

Prior to stripping in several areas of electromagnetic interest 
olosly spaced travereita were made. One of these located north of 
the baseline on Line 20S and just East defined a shear or fsaotured 
cone with a Audden depression of 60 gammas oourring in an otherwise 
more magnetic signature. Subsequent stripping showed Indesd very 
badly fractured rook into which sulphides had intruded. The tone 
did not extend to 2050*E as was shown in the trench.

At the historical showing the ultra afic intrusive which 
divides the two seperate'ore" zones was suoessfully traced with close 
spaced traverses and although not presented sines readings were 
taken every five feet agree with the rssistivity component of the 
IP carried out by Geetorrox. The dike was found to strike sligtly 
North of East and tho Dip seemed to be to the North although 
the vagrancies in the traverses suggest some curving mf the tone* 
It is worthy of mote that none of the VLP or MaxMin conductors were 
magnetic thorf ore probably consisting of sulphides lacking magnetite 
or pyrrhotite*
Any serious information to be found magnetically should be carried 

out on the property ut much closer intervals than *tOO*, but it is 
felt by the authour that a geological survey would bo of much greater 
value.



SURVEY
At the marne time aa the Magnetic survey was being conducted 

a followup VLF survey was completed* As well as the dip angle a 
field strength survey was ran since the instrument used was a Crone 
Radenu A large number of crossovers were turned up sons of which 
the validity as to their being bedrock conductors is questionable. 
The VLF is noted for responding to conductive overburden! water filled 
fractures or even where bedrock and overburden meet. Most of these 
were impossible to tell because of the snow cover* For this reason 
a great deal of attention was paid to the field strength component 
in the nature of crossovers no matter how weak (Prater filtered) * 
The accompanying map shows tie raw field readings unfiltered but 
sufficienly delinates the cones discovered. Most of the near surface 
resistivity conductors outlined by Oeoterrex could be retraced 
with the exception of the Bast em anomaly in the central area south 
of the baseline* This particular zone was found to lie in a swamp 
and shows up perhaps on Line 16s at 2 50 'S. The remaining crossovers 
tend to align in a North East direction as indeed do the stripped 
fracture sones.

On Line 8w and t*N a filtered crossover and a small rise in the 
field strength tended to eo-inclde with an alleged near surface IP 
conductor. Stripping was recommended in this area and a" new* Bone 
of argillite in siltstone was uncovered with some vino and copper 
mineralization being; present. The cone appeared again very weakly 
on LtW then much more strongly until *tw where it seemed to end. 
Stripping of these rones did not reveal similar mineral itat ion 
although no rook trenching has beeen carried out to this date 
however since this Rone lisa just south of the old Welsh~Sauvg 
workings the probability of similar mineraliatlon being present is 
high. The mineral however, judging from MaxKin profiles seems to 
lie at depth rather than at the surface. This Bone does not have a 
high conductivity and should best be explored by utilizing the 
ohargibility component of the Geoterrex survey* 
The VLF did not react to the rook trench which was to contain the 
original gold showing probably beoaise of the dike which breaks 
the continuity of the two sulphide deposits which are of a narrow 
width and disseminated. A increase in field strength was noted 
further to the south however*
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the course of the survey the field strength fell off rapidly 
in several areas. It is difficult to say if a totally different 
rook formation was encountered or if a vagraony in the transmitting station 
or receiver was responsible. Subsequent testing with the MaxMin did 
not show up anything of note. These areas lie to the south of the 
property. Crossovers in this area proved to be conductive overburden* 
South of the baseline rnanging from *ts and from 2B to 2W is a 
conductor which is strong leing just south of a magnetic eone. 
This cone was of particular interest because of the proximity to the 
gold showing and the same mechanisms might be involved*

gSOKB. KAXMIH PRO FILES i

To discriminate against the VLF crossovers a
MaxMin II was used to run a few short lines to evaluate the responses* 
The anomaly at 6N on L2W was found to be a bonafide conductor 
and it can be safely assumed that the aligning VLF crossovers are 
of a bedrock nature. This agrees with the ehargibillties of the IP 
survey. Massive segments, probably lenses, are present* 
The southern portions of Lines 2JCEand 4SCEwere also traverse* with the 
W; 1 1 using a 200* coil spacing* The response was only one channel 
on Line *E and two channel on 2S responding only to the quadrature 
component thereby proving in all likelyhood that the tone is conductive 
overburden.

Whereas it ie claimed that the N300 spacing and the mobile 
transmitter used by the IP survey gave sufficient penetration in the 
low swamy areas this is not the case* On Line fe2E and at JfS a strong 
VLF crossover was similarly tested with the MaxMin again with a 
200' coil* spacing. The VLF showed a strong south Dip which agrees 
with the lower frequencies of the MKIX* This coupled with the 4 channel 
response overrules the possibility of conductive overburden and gives 
a classic reverse sense response for a weakly massive/strongly 
disseminated sulphide anomaly. The eone responds over k channels from 
3555Hz to W* Hi, It is also noticiable on 222KB. but falls within 
the accuracy limits of the instrument.

The entire property was not surveyed with the MaxMin and nothing 
in the Eastern sector was covered.
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